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RAISING THE BAR –
PROTECTING ENTERPRISE
IDENTITIES FOR THE
LEGAL SECTOR

Malicious actors continuously look for inventive ways to steal sensitive information from organizations with confidential
and high-value data. Many of these organizations have robust security infrastructures in place, making a successful
breach challenging. As a result, cybercriminals have turned to third parties, such as organizations within the legal
sector, to obtain the sensitive data, intellectual property, M&A information, and trade secrets they seek.

LEGAL CYBER THREATS
Attacks in the legal sector have plagued some of the largest law firms representing numerous high-profile banks
and corporations over the past few years. Due to the highly confidential nature of the data housed by law firms,
cybercriminals will continue to target them. They must continue to be diligent when it comes to protecting their
confidential data and information.
As one of the most widely used third parties, legal
organizations are responsible for the confidentiality and
integrity of client data. From intellectual property, pending
patents, case strategy, confidential client data, M&A details,
and fiduciary records, legal organizations are custodians of
some of the most sensitive data to a person or organization.
Safeguarding this information remains the highest priority.
Should attackers compromise this data, the organization
faces many repercussions, from legal penalties to financial
liabilities, the loss of clients, and sometimes the ability to
remain in business. The future success of the legal sector
depends on their ability to protect their client’s sensitive data
and secure it from advanced threats.
Not only is information security vital to the reputation and success of legal organizations, but executives and boards
are looking toward the legal industry to aid in responding to security threats. This relationship results in a sharp
upswing in responsibility when handling and having proficiency in security best practices. Failure to demonstrate a
competent information security strategy can result in clients turning law firms away due to cyber practices that are
not up to snuff.

THE NEED TO PROTECT ENTERPRISE IDENTITIES
Advanced attackers target identities within the enterprise to access network resources, move laterally, elevate
privileges, and advance their attacks. Using the information they gather from endpoints, Active Directory, and the
cloud, they compromise identities such as user, service, application, and administrator accounts to gain privileged
access to the on-premises and cloud networks. Unfortunately, current security controls like EDR often miss identitybased attacks because they appear as legitimate user activity.
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Organizations generally view enterprise identities to authenticate and authorize a user to access the network and its
resources. Attackers view them as the primary mechanism to laterally move once they’ve established a beachhead
inside the network. Organizations do not always have the necessary visibility into identity and entitlement security
hygiene issues, nor do they have reliable visibility to exposures at the endpoints, in Active Directory, or the cloud. It
becomes difficult to tell when identity risks through exposures, misconfigurations, or overly permissive provisioning
might be creating vulnerabilities for attackers to target. This lack of visibility is hazardous today, at a time when the
network environment is more distributed than ever. Without adequate visibility, organizations can’t manage identity
risks and entitlements exposures effectively across both on-premises and cloud environments.

FIGURE 1: TRACK ENTITLEMENTS FROM ENDPOINTS TO AD AND THE CLOUD. SEE WHAT RESOURCES
USERS CAN ACCESS ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE.

DECEPTION AND CONCEALMENT TECHNOLOGY
Most organizations have the standard array of cybersecurity tools in place—firewalls, endpoint protection platform
(EPP), endpoint detection and response (EDR), intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPS), host-based
intrusion detection systems (HIDS), spam filters, network monitoring tools, to name a few. The problem is that
traditional cybersecurity tools rely on either matching a signature or detecting anomalous behavior. A signaturebased security control must have a pattern to match against potential threat activity. Advanced attackers often use
custom-built malware that evades detection.
To address that gap, many organizations also monitor activity for suspicious or abnormal behavior. Unfortunately,
behavioral analysis and anomaly detection are prone to misleading results and false positives. Anomalous doesn’t
always mean malicious, so just because someone chooses to log in from home and get some work done on a Sunday
doesn’t mean they’re stealing data. However, the behavioral analytics solution would flag the activity, making it the
responsibility of IT staff who already have a high workload to separate the signal from the noise and weed out the
false positives.
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There are particular actions an organization can watch for that would eliminate false positives. These activities are a
clear indication that something suspicious or malicious is going on that needs attention:
•
•
•

Authorized users trying to access servers or data they shouldn’t
Authorized users attempting to access sensitive data that is unrelated to their roles or job duties
Credential theft and misuse

It doesn’t matter if the activity is from an authorized employee poking around where they shouldn’t be, an authorized
user accessing servers or data to cause damage or steal information, or an external attacker performing suspicious
or malicious actions with stolen credentials. If the organization detects any of these activities, it is cause for alarm
because it can indicate an enterprise identity compromise.
Deception and concealment technology protects identities by detecting and derailing malicious activity. Deception
and concealment technology also provides an organization with the means to effectively detect, deny, derail, and
respond to attacks without dealing with false positives.

FIGURE 2: VISUALIZATION OF HOW DECEPTION WORKS

Deception technology provides early and efficient attack detection across a wide range of potential threats and
attacks. It provides visibility across a broad and evolving attack surface with a fabric of decoy systems (such
as servers, IoT devices, SCADA, Point-of-Sale (POS), routers, and many more), services, subnets, credentials,
and data. Deception technology gives organizations the ability to detect attacks as they occur across the entire
infrastructure—in the network, data center, the cloud, and remote work sites. Properly deployed decoy assets
and credentials provide optimal detection to identify attack activity and reduce the attackers’ chances of
avoiding detection.
Where deception technology provides targets that engage attackers and leads them away from production assets,
concealment technology hides and denies access to sensitive or privileged credentials, data, AD objects, and storage
locations. By limiting what production assets attackers can target and only showing them decoys, the organization
can limit the damage they can cause while having a greater chance of detecting them.
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WHAT ATTIVO DECEPTION, CONCEALMENT, AND IDENTITY SECURITY
SOLUTIONS OFFER
To protect identities, legal organizations must gain visibility to existing exposures and attack paths at the endpoint,
in AD, and the cloud that attackers can leverage to compromise credentials, elevate privileges, and take advantage
of identity and entitlement risks. Remediating or mitigating these exposures and attack paths reduces the attack
surface, helping to reduce the risk of a successful breach.
The Attivo ThreatDefend® platform offers several solutions that collectively provide enterprise-wide visibility to
identity risks and entitlement exposures, reducing the organization’s identity attack surface at endpoints, in AD,
and the cloud. These solutions are the ThreatStrike®, ThreatPath®, and ADSecure solutions from the Endpoint
Detection Net (EDN) suite, the ADAssessor solution, and the IDEntitleX solution.

The Attivo Networks EDN suite anticipates attacker methods to move laterally from infected endpoints and ambushes
their moves with lures, bait, and misdirection to speed threat detection. The EDN suite boosts existing endpoint
security detection performance by showing exposed credential attack paths, credential misuse, and attempts to
enumerate AD. Concealment technology hides and denies access to critical files, data, AD objects, and credentials.
The solution prevents discovery, credential theft, privilege escalation, data collection, and lateral movement.
The EDN suite’s ThreatStrike® endpoint module creates decoy credential lures to detect and misdirect credential
theft, giving visibility to credential theft attempts. The ThreatPath® module provides visibility to credential exposures
at the endpoints to manage the endpoint attack surface, displaying these exposures in a graphical map and providing
search and filter tools to aid in analysis. The ADSecure solution provides visibility to Active Directory attacks by
detecting and misdirecting unauthorized queries targeting AD objects and data. It modifies the query results,
providing fake AD objects leading attackers to decoys for engagement, and displays the queries and commands
the attackers ran.
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The Attivo Networks ADAssessor solution gives customers unprecedented visibility to AD risk with continuous insight
into exposures, overprovisioning, and misconfiguration for domains, users, and devices. It also detects mass changes
to AD objects in real-time, indicating an attack is underway and providing an early warning for organizations to derail
activities that typically go undetected. The solution deploys to a single standard workstation that belongs to the AD
forest and comes with a management console for analysis and management.
The Attivo Networks IDEntitleX solution provides visibility and reduces the attack surface for identities and
entitlements in the cloud. The solution includes multi-cloud support for AWS and Azure and provides detailed
entitlement visibility for users, applications, virtual machines, containers, serverless functions, and other objects
attackers target.
The Attivo identity detection and response solutions give customers a unified dashboard view of identities and
exposures across the organization from endpoints to AD and the cloud, addressing provisioning management
challenges while maintaining operational effectiveness.
The purpose of the deception technology is to create a detection fabric that spans the entire network, adding decoy
systems, credentials, and data at multiple levels to engage the attackers. These decoy assets provide an environment
that detects and alerts the security team on any activity engaging it while capturing forensics for threat intelligence
development.
The ThreatDefend platform can make any production endpoint a part of the deception fabric through the EDN Deflect
function, which detects and redirects inbound or outbound port or service scans touching closed ports to decoys with
corresponding open ports and services for engagement. The function makes fingerprinting endpoints difficult and
forces engagement with the decoy environment for early detection. It also acts as a native quarantine function by
forwarding all traffic from the compromised system to the decoys.

ADDRESSING LEGAL ORGANIZATION CYBERSECURITY CHALLENGES
I N SI DER T H RE ATS
How does one protect their environment from disgruntled employees or those
motivated by an opportunity for personal financial gain? How does one protect the
network from employees who are unaware they are doing something potentially
damaging? Insiders and suppliers have an inherent advantage in their attack
because they already have access to the network. Detecting nefarious activities
based on the behaviors of employees are using valid credentials can be tricky.
Security teams and traditional security tools and often missed them.
There are three types of insider threats, and Attivo solutions can detect them.
•

Accidental insiders harm the company not with malicious intent but simply because vof poor decision-making.
They create weak passwords and reuse them across different services, click on links in emails or inserting random
thumb drives, fall for social engineering attacks, or don’t keep their systems patched in a timely fashion. The
decoy assets and EDN suite detect when attackers attempt to compromise identities to move laterally from a
system post-compromise or if malware attempts to propagate across systems.
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•

Opportunistic insiders are familiar with the security controls and work to find a way around them. They may gain access
to a valuable asset during regular business activities and benefit from compromising it, perhaps monetizing it through a
sale or leaking it to enhance a social reputation. They may not know the precise storage location of the data they want
to steal nor have access. They don’t typically use their credentials to steal the data, so they steal credentials with
access that can’t lead back to them and conduct reconnaissance to find the data they seek. Attivo solutions will detect
these attacks on identities and any unauthorized discovery, regardless of the method. Once the insiders interact with
decoy credentials, servers, and files, they will alert the security staff to their activity.

•

Determined insiders seek to do intentional damage. These employees may be disgruntled employees or even those
spying for the competition. Like the opportunistic insider, these attackers will usually have insufficient access, not
know where the data is stored, or want the activity to lead back to them. As with the opportunistic insider, determined
insiders will conduct credential theft, reconnaissance, and lateral movement to find the data they want. They will be
susceptible to the Attivo solutions a prepared organization has placed within the network.

TA R G ET ED AT TAC KS
Attackers who target specific victims typically have a high level of expertise and extensive resources at their disposal
to conduct their schemes over a long period. They often have specific documents and files they seek to obtain. They
customize, adjust, and refine their tactics to counter their victim’s defenses, often leaving legal organizations without
a solid security infrastructure in a precarious situation.
Targeted attacks often utilize similar tactics recognizable in typical online threats such as exploits, malicious or
compromised sites, malware, and malicious emails, but vary from typical online threats in several ways:
•

Targeted attacks often target specific industries such as the legal sector, businesses, government agencies,
or political groups. Cybercriminals usually have long-term goals in mind driving their attacks, with motives that
include, but are not limited to, business data theft, political gain, or financial profit.

•

Attackers conduct targeted attacks as campaigns – a series of failed and successful attempts over time to get
deeper and deeper into a target’s network – and are thus not isolated incidents.

•

Attackers frequently customize and enhance their methods depending on the nature of their target sector to
outmaneuver any security measures to keep unwanted outsiders away from sensitive data.

Attivo solutions address these challenges in several ways. Concealment technology can hide and deny access
to sensitive or critical data the attackers seek. Meanwhile, the organization can deploy decoy assets such as
DecoyDocs, credentials, and systems throughout the enterprise to detect the attackers as they compromise
identities and conduct reconnaissance to move around laterally and hunt for their targets.

FIGURE 3: DECOYDOCS CREATE AN ALERT WHEN OPENED INSIDE OR OUTSIDE OF THE NETWORK
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R A N S OM WA RE
While internal threat actors are a concern, the information a legal organization is responsible for also faces threats,
particularly from ransomware that targets the integrity and availability of the data. The threat of catastrophic data
loss due to a ransomware infection is a risk no legal organization takes lightly. Some legal organizations have
gone out of business because they could not pay the ransom demands nor recover the encrypted data. Modern
ransomware (dubbed 2.0) is often human-controlled, and anti-virus and perimeter defenses are not always up to the
task of preventing an infection. These attackers target any critical data or assets, including the organization’s Active
Directory environment, and can demand much higher payments as a result.
Attivo solutions have unique capabilities that counter ransomware. Concealment technology prevents ransomware
from accessing and encrypting critical data. Additionally, the deception environment can redirect the ransomware
from production assets to decoy systems. These decoys give the malware unlimited data to occupy the encryption
function and prevent completion, effectively stalling the infection while alerting the security team to the incident.

FIGURE 4: HIDE AND DENY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO REAL FILE, FOLDERS AND
SHARES WITH THE ENDPOINT DETECTION NET SOLUTION

CYBER SEC U RI T Y R EQU IR EMENTS F R O M CLIEN TS
There is an unparalleled level of trust between lawyers and clients because of the promise of confidentiality. When
that confidence is compromised, the lawyer’s most essential asset can no longer be of use to them. Legal organizations
increasingly realize that clients measure them not just by their services but also by how well they can secure their
clients’ data.
Clients often place requirements a firm must meet before even considering hiring them. If the legal organization initially
meets these requirements, they face the added challenge of demonstrating their ability to protect client data adequately
and mitigate potential threats. Some clients will even require them to upgrade their cybersecurity capabilities upon
commencing business.
As malicious actors become increasingly sophisticated in their attack methods and vectors, it is critical for those in
the legal sector to continuously assess the reliability of their security infrastructure and adapt to the modern threat
landscape. A modern adaptation includes a balance of prevention, detection, and incident response.
Clients rightfully expect their legal counsel to protect any information they provide within the confidentiality of attorneyclient privilege. Whether it is the fear of attackers stealing a patent application, leaking the secret workings of a
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business acquisition, or obtaining the strategy for a trial, clients require more stringent assurances that the information
they provide remains confidential. With high-profile breaches in the news, legal organizations must show their clients
that they meet these expectations with security measures sufficient to the task.
Attivo solutions play a decisive role in demonstrating how the organization detects threats that evade perimeter
controls. The solutions deny access to sensitive or critical data, assets, and identities and derail lateral movement
activities and attacks targeting identities or other assets. The solution can also demonstrate advanced measures for
detecting insider threat activity.
GDP R A ND S I M I L AR R EG U L ATIO NS
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) radically changed the global data usage and protection landscape in
May of 2018. This European legal framework holds any organization collecting, controlling, or processing EU personal
data accountable to safeguard it. Those in the legal sector that fail to comply adequately will risk facing potentially
crippling penalties of up to $28 million or 4 percent of their annual revenue.
Legal organizations handle much private personal information, so GDPR and similar regulations affect them
significantly. Fundamental to GDPR compliance is the reporting requirements to notify the supervisory authority of
a personal data breach within 72 hours. To maintain their viability within the EU, legal organizations must adjust
processes and technology to become and remain compliant.
Attivo solutions can better equip organizations for GDPR Article 33 – the
notification of a personal data breach to the supervisory authority. They provide
robust security controls to deny access to protected data and detect and derail
attacks before they become full-blown data breaches while gathering forensic
information to assist in meeting the regulatory reporting requirements.

CONCLUSION
The threat landscape is continually adapting and expanding. Attackers develop new exploits and techniques to target
identities, and it is nearly impossible to prevent and block them all. The simple truth is that there is absolutely no way to
stop 100 percent of attacks before they occur.
Deception and concealment technology is a proven technique for protecting against identity-based attacks that evade
detection from other security controls. Analyzing log data or monitoring for anomalous behavior create added complexity
and often result in false positives. Applying deception and concealment technology and focusing on an identity-first
security posture provides the tools an organization needs to quickly and accurately detect suspicious or malicious
activity to limit the potential impact.

ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the leader in identity detection and response, delivers a superior defense for preventing privilege escalation and
lateral movement threat activity. Customers worldwide rely on the ThreatDefend® Platform for unprecedented visibility to risks,
attack surface reduction, and attack detection. The portfolio provides patented innovative defenses at critical points of attack,
including at endpoints, in Active Directory, and cloud environments. Attivo has 150+ awards for technology innovation
and leadership. www.attivonetworks.com
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